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Abstract— The paper presents a method to extend existing
co-simulation frameworks to emulate quasi-dynamic behavior of
real grid components in a grid simulator using a distributed net-
worked co-simulation platform. The platform uses generic socket
communication to exchange data between real grid components
and the grid simulator. The framework utilizes event triggered
models to enable data exchange between grid components and
the platform over user datagram protocol (UDP)/IP interface.
This framework has its use-case in smart grids as well as
microgrids for analyzing, monitoring and control applications
where it is impractical to model each component separately inside
the grid simulator. Intrinsic communication delays including
jitter is handled using built-in fallback strategies inside the
framework itself. As a proof-of-concept, a co-simulation between
a simulated low-voltage (LV) grid model and an emulation of
a simplified Photovoltaic (PV) model is presented. The behavior
of PV emulator is integrated in the grid simulator using socket
communication. The primary focus of this work is to validate the
extended framework. The effect of network delays on the stability
of the distributed co-simulation setup are also investigated.

Index Terms— Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL), distributed sys-
tems, co-simulation, Real-time (RT)

I. INTRODUCTION

The Energy transformation process with its ambitious goal

to achieve climate neutral Europe by 2050 through integration

of distributed generation (DG) on all voltage levels poses new

challenges for system dynamics and operation. Consequently,

the existing electrical power grid has to be reinforced accord-

ingly. Analysis of decentralized systems is necessary for syn-

chronous operation of future electrical grids and appropriate

investigations are required on individual component as well as

on system level.

Simulation studies are an essential tool for engineers, power

system planners as well as system developers in the evolu-

tion of power systems [1]. Established simulation tools and

techniques in [2], [3] are widely available to analyze system

behavior and contingencies for several operational scenarios.

These tool-sets are widely used for monolithic simulations

i.e. one model - one solver configuration. Existing monolithic

environments are limited in their application for analyzing

multi-domain problems including analysis of coupled grid

problems, technology specific modeling of Intelligent Elec-

tronic Devices (IEDs) and Information and Communication

Technology (ICT) infrastructure. In this regard, co-simulation

frameworks allow modeling and coupling of sub-systems in

their specific domains [4].

In [5], a co-simulation architecture is introduced with

emphasis on analyzing effects of Power-to-X in electrical

grids. The approach incorporates physical storage systems with

simulation models running in Real-time (RT). The imple-

mented control strategy enables successful co-simulation for

such a multi-modal energy system. In [6], MOSAIK platform

is presented for synchronized co-simulation of cyber-physical

energy systems i.e. power systems embedded with communi-

cation network. In [7], it is demonstrated that increasing the

number of IEDs including smart sensors in the energy system

will increase the observability and hence the intelligence of

power systems. Co-simulation frameworks can help analyzing

necessary interactions in such systems.

Conventional co-simulations are mostly executed in time-

step resolution between [ms–sec] and may not be sufficient

for investigating fast dynamics of a power system such as

frequency and switching transients. RT X-in-the-loop simu-

lations have played an important role for analyzing transient

system stability. Depending on the object under test (power

hardware, controller, software, grid) the term X in X-in-the-

loop can be appropriately replaced. Various literature describes

the application and advantages of conventional RT simulations

coupled with hardware [8]–[13]. The application of RT Power

Hardware-in-the-Loop (PHiL) also extends to simulation of

geographically distributed systems and hence enhances the

existing capabilities of smart-grid labs infrastructure [14]. The

spatially distributed systems can also interact over Wide Area

Network (WAN) interface.

It is evident that although co-simulation offers several

advantages in terms of its modular nature and flexibility,

still modeling of sub-systems is challenging and requires

detail know-how of the underlying platform. In this work,

a simplistic approach is proposed to integrate the quasi-

dynamic behavior of real grid components in grid simulators

by extending the existing co-simulation frameworks with sub-

system descriptors and socket handles. This approach has its

advantage for integrating the behavior of real components

without detailed modeling. As proof-of-concept, a RT PV

emulator is coupled with a synthetic grid model in a distributed

co-simulation setup to identify the feasibility and effect of

network jitter on the stability of the proposed method. For this

setup, the architecture of Mosaik co-simulation framework is979-8-3503-9678-2/23/$31.00 ©2023 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Implemented methods in SIM agent descriptor

extended with individual type descriptors for the grid simulator

and PV emulator. Section II describes the details of the neces-

sary modifications proposed in the co-simulation framework.

Section III outlines the test-setup as well as use-case for

demonstration. Key performance metrics for the individual

scenarios in the presented use-case are summarized in section

IV whereas highlights of the proposed method are concluded

in section V.

II. METHODOLOGY

To enable co-simulation of networked distributed systems

including HiL sub-systems, existing frameworks can be ex-

tended by incorporating the following type descriptors in the

individual subsystems:

A. Sim agent descriptor (SIM)

This descriptor defines control and data communication

structure between a grid simulator and the co-simulation

platform and has two subsequent core definitions:

1) Simulation flow control (SFC)

2) Data flow control (DFC)

Simulation flow control describes model setup, model initial-

ization as well as simulation step resolution and time-step

advance of a grid simulator. In Fig. 1, the model initialization

is realized with Init() method whereas Start(), Step() and

Stop() methods control the simulation flow of a grid simulator.

Data flow control on the other hand regulates data exchanges

between a grid simulator and the co-simulation platform at

regular co-simulation time-steps. In Fig. 1, this is implemented

with fetch() and push() methods in the DFC descriptor. The

attach() and release() methods are implemented to communi-

cate with a remote grid simulator / HiL emulator. The methods

rfetch() and rpush() fetches and push data from / to remote

simulators respectively.

SIM agent object is a time triggered module in the platform

and is invoked at regular co-simulation time-steps.

B. HiL agent descriptor

This descriptor defines control and data communication

between a HiL emulator and the co-simulation platform. The

HiL descriptor as shown in Fig. 2 has similar structure as for

the SIM agent descriptor with only one difference in its SFC

implementation where Step() method is not required since HiL
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Fig. 2. Implemented methods in HiL agent descriptor
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Fig. 3. Overview of distributed co-simulation framework

emulator runs in RT and does not require time-step advance

manually.

HiL agent object is an event triggered module in the

platform and is invoked by the SIM agent data request query

through the co-simulation platform.

C. Sock handle

Sock handles extend the core functionality of a co-

simulation platform by enabling communication between indi-

vidual agents over network. The inter-agent communications

are handled with web sockets as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig.

2. Each sock handle relays necessary data and control mes-

sages between SIM / HiL agents and the platform over UDP

interface. The sock handles are implemented as an inherent

feature of individual SIM / HiL descriptors. A global timeout

callback function with agent data retention is implemented to

compensate communication delays and outages in individual

agents.

The individual type descriptors together with the sock

handles extend the functionality of existing co-simulation

frameworks for spatial distributed systems including HiL sub-

systems. An overview of the extended co-simulation frame-

work is shown in Fig. 3.

III. SETUP OF DISTRIBUTED CO-SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

The agent descriptors described in section II are imple-

mented as abstract derived classes in Mosaik Smart grid

co-simulation framework in its high-level Application Pro-

grammable Interface (API) in Python [15]. To study the effect

of network jitter on the co-simulation step resolution, a use-

case is defined where a distributed co-simulation between a

synthetic Root-Mean-Square (RMS) grid model developed in
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DIgSILENT PowerFactory (PF) [16] and PV emulator devel-

oped on Speedgoat in Simulink Real-Time is implemented.

The model setup for Distributed systems (DSs) is presented in

Fig. 4

A PF SFC (SIM descriptor) agent is initialized to handle

communications between PowerFactory instance and the plat-

form whereas PF DFC (SIM descriptor) and remote HiL DFC

(HiL descriptor) agents are initiated to co-ordinate commu-

nication between PV emulator and the PF simulator at co-

simulation step intervals. The distributed systems are linked

with 100BASE-TX 802.3u network interface.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

To benchmark the distributed co-simulation framework, a

reference model in PowerFactory as shown in Fig. 5 is

simulated in both monolithic and in distributed co-simulation

environment where a DG unit with a P − f droop constant

DG
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Fig. 5. Simulation topology : a). Monolithic b). distributed co-simulation

TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATED SCENARIOS

0 NA monolithic
1 100
2 80
3 40
4 20

Scenario Nr.
Δtco−sim

(ms)
Δtsim Setup

1
(m

s)

distributed
co-simulation

sDG = 5% as shown in Fig. 6 and grid in-feed PDG is con-

nected to a distribution grid. The droop characteristic of DG

simulates the simplified PV model. The grid has p.u. voltage

and frequency values given by vpu and fpu respectively. The

DG power is measured for both topologies: a). monolithic

and b). distributed co-simulation environment. In topology a,

the control model for DG is programmed locally inside a

PowerFactory DIgSILENT Simulation Language (DSL) model

and is taken as the reference case for benchmark. In topology

b, the control model is programmed in a distributed instance of

Simulink Real-Time and the models are synchronized through

Mosaik framework. A frequency disturbance is introduced at

time tRT = 2s where the grid frequency is increased to

1.03 p.u. The total RT simulation is fixed to 3s whereas

the simulation time-step (Δtsim) in PF is fixed to 1ms. In

topology b, co-simulation for 4 distinct scenarios as defined in

Table I with different co-simulation step-size are investigated.

Scenario 0 represents the monolithic case (topology a) which

is defined as base case for benchmark. The co-simulation

initialization is handled by the SFC descriptor instances as

shown in the co-simulation flow sequence diagram in Fig.

7. The communication between both PF and Simulink-Real-

Time instances are handled by DFC descriptor instances

respectively.

Measured grid transient frequency (fmes), transmitted grid

frequency (fDS1
mes ) from DS1 to DS2 and the respective DG in-

feed (PDG) in Fig. 5 is plotted for RT and presented in Fig.

8. The step-size for co-simulation is parameterized according

to the scenario definition in Table I to measure the Round-trip

delay (RTD) and to identify the limiting case for the network

jitter.

In Fig. 8, reducing co-simulation step-size in higher index

scenarios increases system latency (average elapsed RT be-

tween two simulation time-steps in PF) which delays both

measured (fmes) and command (Pset−pt) response in DG w.r.t

the base case (Scenario 0). The reason for increased system

fgrid / Hz
-1/sDG

ΔPDG

50.2

ΔP = 40 % Pn per Hz

Fig. 6. DG P − f droop characteristic curve [17]



latency is the frequent data exchanges over network between

the DS1 and DS2 in Fig. 5. It is also worth mentioning

that the system latency is strongly related to the quality of

the underlying network link and the number of co-dependent

participating agents in the co-simulation setup.

Although lower co-simulation step-size increases system

latency, it improves data resolution between DSs that can be a

critical factor for high bandwidth distributed control applica-

tions. This can be observed in Fig. 9 where higher number of

fmes data points are communicated between PF and Simulink-

RT instances in higher index scenarios that improves the

controllability of the DG in-feed. Hence, there always exists a

trade-off between the system latency and the observability of

co-simulation sub-systems in a distributed environment and is

a key design parameter for a given application.

Scenario 4 in Table I describes the limiting case for the

investigated test-setup where the required network latency

is lower than the underlying network jitter. This makes the

communicated frequency (fDS1
mes ) from DS1 to DS2 as well

as the command signal received for DG from DS2 in DS1

unpredictable. In such cases, the retention fallback strategy

incorporated in the extended framework relays the last valid

value of signals between DS instances. Hence, the DG holds

its Pset−pt in the absence of command signal in Fig. 8. The

network jitter is specific to the test-setup and hence must be

estimated for individual application.

RTD between monolithic and the co-simulation environment

is defined as a real-world performance metric that quantifies

the overall latency of a co-simulation setup in milliseconds.

The RTD is evaluated by calculating the time-value pair

offset between a monolithic simulation and its equivalent co-

simulation setup. 0ms RTD represents no performance degra-

dation of co-simulation setup in comparison to a monolithic

setup in terms of real-world time. The RTD values for the

discussed use-case are summarized in Table II. An inverse

relationship exists between the co-simulation step-size and

RTD as shown in Fig. 10. A smaller co-simulation step-

size results in larger RTD and vice-versa due to frequent
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Fig. 7. Sequence flow diagram for distributed co-simulation use-case

TABLE II
RTD IN CO-SIMULATION SCENARIOS

1 4
2 7
3 44
4 79

Scenario Nr.
RTD
(ms)

P
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data exchanges over platform. A larger RTD also represents

higher system latency of RT sub-systems in a distributed co-

simulation environment. The optimum co-simulation step-size

(Δtco−sim) can be selected from the evaluated RTD values

and the required latency for a specific application. RTD values

describe aggregated overhead introduced by the PF SFC and

DFC descriptors including latency of the low level API of the

co-simulation platform in each scenario.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a method to extend existing co-simulation

frameworks with socket communication is presented to incor-

porate the quasi-dynamic behavior of spatially distributed sub-

systems in grid simulators. The extended architecture relies

on UDP based agent descriptors to handle communication

between the co-simulation platform and the individual sub-

systems. The functionality of the proposed architecture is

verified in a test-setup with a simplified grid simulation model

and a RT instance of a PV emulator. From the evidence of

the co-simulated use-case, conclusions on the feasibility and

application of the proposed method are presented as follows:
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• The proposed architecture is feasible to incorporate slow

time varying dynamics of spatially distributed real sys-

tems in the grid simulators. The framework is prone

to network delays and hence is practical for limited

bandwidth distributed control applications with RT sub-

systems.

• A trade-off exist between the observability and latency

of the processes that is identified with benchmarking

the distributed co-simulation setup against a reference

monolithic environment. The co-dependency between

participating sub-systems effects it further.

• A simple fallback strategy is successfully tested against

unreliable communication between distributed systems to

improve the robustness and stability of the co-simulation

setup. The focus of any such strategy should be to

improve the stability of individual sub-systems in absence

of communication infrastructure.

• The network delays are very specific to test-setup topol-

ogy that requires thorough investigations for individual

use-case and application.

Study under network congestions are beyond the current scope

of this work and requires further investigations with statistical

considerations.
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